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Science – “We came, we saw, we
spidered the web, we spammed with
JUPITER, we counted our herring and
chum, in love we…” The Little Data

Dictionary When I was an engineer at
ExxonMobil, I worked on a project that
involved reading low-resolution seismic
data from the ocean floor. Our platform

was the topside Global Positioning
System (GPS) antenna. The data is

extremely noisy, even so far offshore.
When we received a satellite signal from
the GPS antenna, we had to determine

where in the surrounding sea we were by
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measuring the curvature of the earth.
Small variations in that curvature could
be caused by the height of the water
above us. Height was measured by

measuring the time it took light to reach
the ocean floor and return to the satellite.
From that signal, we could determine to a
tiny fraction of a degree where we were

on the map. Only after that did we
acquire high-resolution seismic data for

the area we were located in. I was
intrigued to discover that on the floor of
that particular ocean I was standing on

the top of the world in terms of my
location on Earth. The Equator is the only
real top of the world, and that’s roughly
the location of that project, upwelling of

warm water north and south of the
Equator. I was wondering why the sea
had become warmer than usual, and

determined that a significant amount of
heat (maybe hundreds of watts) had been
absorbed in the upper layer of water. Had
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a ship put out there recently?
Interestingly, the surface temperature

was a little bit colder than usual. On my
way home from that project, I was

thinking about the fact that oceans tend
to have very stable temperatures. Some
might even call them “comfortable”. This
was very different from the days before
commercial ships. Then, the boundaries
between temperatures were much more
fluid, with wave patterns of heat rising

and cold sinking. Today, this behavior is
commonly referred to as chaos theory. I
don’t think I’ve ever seen a chart of sea
temperatures in a ship’s log. It’s not a
chart that would be useful. The truth is
that the ocean is exceedingly complex,

and any 6d1f23a050
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